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Abstract: Maze solving, based on the concept of path finding and AI agent movement, has
numerous solving techniques and approaches. This paper aims to propose, implement and
empirically assess a unique mixed model approach to solve maze image uploaded by the
user, and intends to show that the approach is feasible and effective. The mixed model
implementation involves anomaly tolerant dead end filling using image processing followed
A*. Along with the primary aim of empirically assessing mixed maze solving approach,
this paper also aims to introduce distortion/anomaly tolerant version of dead end filling
algorithm and show its usage in maze solving. The maze image uploaded by the user is
first digitized and preprocessed, and is then solved using mixed model implementation.
The overall system performance is tested using 10 different maze images of varied sizes,
shape and number of dead ends. With a size of 733 x 700 pixels and 179 dead ends, a
maximum total time of 34.151 seconds is obtained. Moreover, the correlations of image
properties with proposed model components are also evaluated. It is observed that the
approach works with various maze shapes provided they have only two openings, at the
edge, and are infected by only salt and pepper noise, if any; hence, the proposed model for
maze solving is generic and practical with some limitations.
Keywords: Path Finding, Automatic Maze Solving, Image Processing, Dead End Filling,
Anomaly Tolerant, A*

1. Introduction
Agent movement is amongst the greatest challenges in the design of realistic Artificial
Intelligence (AI) in computer games. Path finding strategies are generally utilized as the core
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of such AI agent movement [1]. Path finding is a popular and frustrating problem in game
industry [2]. Besides for the game industry, the domain of path finding comes with importance
for various other working areas as well, such as logistics, operation management, system
analysis and design, project management, network and production line [3]. Path finding is the
way to avoid obstacles smartly and look for the most beneficial path over different places.
Solving a maze can be a good example of avoiding obstacles smartly and looking for the
most beneficial path over different places.
Mazes are network of paths designed as puzzles with complex branching passages
through which a solver requires finding route [4]. Maze solving is simply finding a way out
of such networks of paths designed as puzzles, starting from the entry point and stopping
at the exit point. Maze solving is still considered as an important field of robotics [5]. Maze
solving, a seemingly minor challenge for the analytical minds of humans, has generated
enough curiosity and challenges for AI experts to make their machines solve any given maze
[6].
For humans, maze is something that other humans have created, something that acts
as a challenge to one of their most important skills: the ability to create an ecocentric cognitive
map of their environment. Maze solving for them is hence navigating through that cognitive
map [7]. Solving mazes for humans is a task requiring critical thinking. When provided with
a maze, it requires them some time to figure a way out; this time increases significantly with
increase in the complexity of maze. Automating the process of maze solving with computers
can hence lead to significant minimization in the effort required by people in the process.
Moreover, automatic maze solving or navigation has a wide prospect and practical
applications in real world: the top view of some manufacturing plant can be considered as
a maze in which a robot might have to navigate; a blue print of a house or floor can be
regarded as a maze in which some human might require finding some room; a network of
water pipelines is synonymous to a maze in which one needs to decide the shortest path
for water delivery or the placement of water stopper; road system is similar to a maze in
which intelligent traffic control, determining the shortest path, can help vehicles to provide
emergency services.
Realizing its prospect, different researches have been carried out in the domain of
maze solving using computers. A variety of algorithms have been used to solve mazes and
a variety of implementations have been compared. Researches, such as the one in [4], have
compared Non-Graph Theory (NGT) algorithms, like Wall Follower, with Graph Theory
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(GT) algorithms, like Flood Fill, Depth First Search (DFS), Breadth First Search (BFS), in the
context of maze solving; these have concluded GT algorithms to be more efficient. There
are different other NGT algorithms as well, such as dead end filling, image processing based
approaches, and other GT algorithms, such as A*, IDA*, AO*, Uniform Cost Search that are
involved in implementations, evaluations and comparisons. Moreover, mixed models (NGT
and GT combined) are also available for maze solving.
However, research on mixed maze solving approach that combines dead end filling
algorithm, which is anomaly tolerant, with GT based approach such as A* or similar is
scant. So, the proposed approach for maze solving aims to contribute to that limited sphere
of maze solving techniques. It uses mixed model to solve maze image uploaded by the
user, be it prior produced or pressed maze; the mixed model involves Anomaly Tolerant
Dead End Filling using Image Processing (IP), to find all possible paths, followed by Graph
Theory based approach, A*, to find the shortest path. Besides the primary aim of developing
and assessing the unique mixed model, this paper also aims to introduce anomaly tolerant
version of dead end filling and highlight its use in the process of solving mazes. Anomaly
Tolerant Dead End Filling algorithm is named so in the paper since it is the dead end filling
algorithm which is updated in such a way that it is capable of handling irregularities or
anomalies along the maze paths while solving it. Following an approach that is indifferent
to anomalies available in maze paths can cause the implementation of algorithm to be
ineffective in solving maze; it results in left-out paths and pixels or incorrect final path or
such similar unexpected behavior or outcome.
In the proposed approach, the maze image uploaded by the user is first digitized
by the system; it is then preprocessed using median filtering to remove salt and pepper
noise, Niblack local thresholding to binarize the resultant image, and Zhang-Suen thinning
to develop single pixel paths for further maze interpretation. The single pixel paths may
not be ideal; some irregularities in position may occur after the preprocessing phase.
Hence, following an anomaly tolerant approach for implementing dead end filling algorithm
becomes necessary. The proposed approach thus uses anomaly tolerant dead end filling
implementation to find all possible paths in the maze image, followed by A* to find the
shortest path, if any, in the maze.
The paper explains the development of proposed model, evaluates the correlation
of maze elements and features with the proposed model components, and shows that
the proposed model is practical with some limitations. This paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses previous related works and the algorithms involved. Section 3 describes
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the proposed design of the system and its implementation. Section 4 presents the empirical
data obtained from 10 different runs of the proposed approach. Section 5 discusses and
analyzes the empirical data and results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusions of
this work.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Maze Solving Approaches
The great Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler was one of the first to study mazes
scientifically and in doing so founded the science of topology [8]. Unlike the days where
a simple viewing of the maze was enough to solve them, mazes have now evolved along
with their solving techniques [9]. Maze solving approaches are broadly classified as travelerbased and maze-based [10]. In traveler-based approach, the maze solver traverses the maze
physically and hence, has no idea about the entire maze structure at once. In maze-based
approach, one has idea about the entire maze structure at once [11]. At present, maze-solving
with computers is gaining significant interest and therefore, maze-based approaches are
found to be significantly used. The Random Mouse, Pledge, and Tremaux are some travelerbased approaches while GT algorithms like BFS, DFS, A* and NGT algorithms such as dead
end filling and image processing based approaches fall under maze-based approaches.

2.2. Related Works - Automatic Maze Solving
2.2.1. Using Uninformed Search Techniques

Computer implementation of maze solving is widely dependent upon searching techniques.
GT algorithms can be regarded as a subset of searching techniques. Topology and GT
Mathematicians have been studying maze creation and maze solving for several centuries
[8].
Most of the researches have compared and contrasted GT algorithms for maze solving
with NGT algorithms. In [12], researchers have compared NGT algorithm (Wall Follower) with
GT algorithms (DFS and Flood Fill) in the context of maze solving, and have concluded GT
algorithms to be more efficient.
Moreover, in [9], comparison between different GT algorithms like flood fill, modified
flood fill, BFS, and DFS have been carried out in the domain of maze solving. The research
has concluded BFS to be a better alternative with respect to average time consumption,
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dead end handling, completeness, and optimality for large mazes.
Although BFS has been concluded to be a better alternative among other GT
algorithms for maze solving, it is an uninformed search technique; informed search
techniques are considered to be almost always more efficient than uninformed searches,
and often more optimal [13].
2.2.2. Using Informed Search Techniques

There are a number of informed search techniques. Hill Climbing, A*, AO*, and other variants
of A* such as IDA*, Dynamic A*, Lifelong Planning A* are some examples of informed search
techniques among many others.
In [14], hill climbing search has been analyzed for the purpose of solving Sokoban
problem. Sokoban problem is a Japan-based transport puzzle which is very similar to maze
problem or it can be regarded as a Japanese version of the maze problem. [14] mentions
that hill climbing search is not applicable for solving Sokoban problems, except very easy
ones. This implies that its use for maze solving is also not much reasonable.
Furthermore, according to Yoshitaka Murata and Yoshihiro Mitani in [15], A*
outperforms Dijkstra in the context of maze-solving when keeping search time into
consideration. This indicates that A* is a more efficient alternative to Dijkstra for the purpose
of solving mazes.
As noted in [16], AO* is an AND-OR search technique. It is applicable to AND-OR
graphs or trees. However, maze is an OR graph problem and hence, cannot be solved using
AO* search technique. Moreover, with IDA*, due to its inherent properties of calculating
arc cost and heuristic function, the nodes closer to the source square are revisited many
times hence slowing down its performance in context of maze solving [17]. This indicates
that IDA* is also not much preferable. Other variants of A* do not have a rigid, adequate
evidence of their usability or reliability in context of maze solving.
Although multiple researches yield an implication that A* is one of the most efficient
search techniques for maze solving, [18] demonstrates that maze solving using IP technique
along with path finding algorithm (GT) is faster because it acquires maze’s data beforehand
rather than simply traversing through each available path in the course of solving it. To
add, Behnam Rahnama, Atilla Elçi & Shadi Metani [19], based on their research, concluded
that IP algorithms, when used in mazes, give agent preplanning time and helps to avoid
mistakes such as loop or dead ends.
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2.2.3. Image Processing

There are various Image Processing approaches for solving mazes. Dead end filling
approach is considered to be always very fast, and uses no extra memory [20]. This includes
filling in passages that become parts of dead ends once other dead ends are removed.
Before processes such as dead end filling can be carried out on any image, they need to be
preprocessed or enhanced.
Image enhancement in IP consists of variety of techniques to improve the visual
appearance of an image, or to convert the image to a form that is better suited for human
or machine interpretation [21]. De-noising, Thresholding, and Thinning are some common
preprocessing / enhancement techniques for maze images.
•

De-noising
Salt and pepper noise is one of the most common types of random noise that
is likely to be encountered in images [22]. Median filtering is a nonlinear process
useful in reducing such impulsive or salt-and-pepper noise [23].

•

Thresholding
According to [24], local threshold method performs better than global threshold
method in case of badly illuminated images and document image analysis as
threshold computation is dependent on region characteristics. [24] compares
various local threshold methods such as Niblack, Sauvola, Bersen, Feng’s
techniques of local thresholding using various images and concludes Niblack
local thresholding to be better.

•

Thinning
The application of thinning to maze images helps to solve them quickly [15].
Thinning the image uploaded by the user actually reduces the search space.
As noted in [25], there are many thinning algorithms available, and all have their
own advantages and disadvantages. According to [25], the choice of the thinning
algorithm depends on the application, as not all thinning algorithms will be
suitable for particular application. However, it is to note that Zhang-Suen, one of
the parallel thinning algorithms, has faster processing time in comparison to Guo
and Hall’s algorithm.

3. Algorithm Development
The algorithm consists of several steps, starting with image capture, followed by image
preprocessing, points of interest determination, anomaly tolerant dead end filling, A*, and
finally ending with solution overlay. The algorithm is developed following a general
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approach so that it works with mazes of different shapes provided that they are two
dimensional or top-view of three dimensional mazes. The algorithm requires start, end,
boundaries and paths of the maze to be clearly visible. As salt and pepper is one of the
most common types of random noise that is likely to be encountered in images [22], the
algorithm has been designed to handle salt and pepper noise; other varieties of noise can
result in wrong output. Moreover, the algorithm has been scoped out to support only those
maze images with start and end at the edge. The block diagram of the overall algorithm is
shown in Fig. 1.

Capture Image

Overlay
Solution(s)

Preprocess
Image

Find Shortest
Path With A*

Determine
Points of
Interest

Fill Dead Ends

Fig.1: Overview of the proposed algorithm for maze solving

3.1. Capture Image
The maze image uploaded by the user via the user interface provided in the system is first
captured and digitized.

3.2. Preprocess Image
The maze image so captured and digitized is then preprocessed undergoing three major
preprocessing steps: noise removal / filtering, binarization / thresholding, and path thinning.
3.2.1. Median Filtering

Median Filtering is used to remove salt and pepper noise. Median filtering replaces the
center pixel of the window considered by median of the window. The window requires being
some odd x odd value. It was realized through testing that higher the window size more
is the blurring effect. So, the proposed algorithm uses 3x3 window for comparatively less
blurring and better result. It is to note that in order to ease the implementation of median
filtering, the colored image was changed into gray scale so that for each pixel, only gray
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level values can be dealt with instead of red, green and blue values. To determine the gray
scale image, the formula in (1), which was suggested by CCIR (Center for Clinical Imaging
Research) 601[26], was used since it works well for the project:
Gray = 0.299 R + 0.587 G + 0.114.................................................................................................(i)
3.2.2 Niblack Thresholding

Niblack thresholding is a chosen method for local adaptive thresholding. It adapts the
threshold according to the local mean and the local standard deviation over a specific window
size around each pixel location [24]. The local threshold at any pixel (i, j) is calculated as:
T (i, j) = m (i, j) +k σ (i, j)………………….................................................................................................(ii)
, where, m (i, j) and σ (i, j) are the local sample mean and standard deviation, respectively. The
size of the window is dependent upon application. A window of size 3x3 has been chosen
for better locality and effectiveness. The value of the weight ‘k’ is used to control and adjust
the effect of standard deviation due to objects features. According to [27], if the value of k is
increased keeping the window size same, some thinning effect is seen in the image during
binarization.
Two different values of k (0.1 and 0.5) were tried out on a maze image. In case of
k=0.5, some thinning attempt was noticed in the form of some irregularities in the boundary
as shown in Fig. 2. Hence, k=0.1 was chosen.

				

(a)			

(b)

Fig.2: Difference in outcomes of two different values of k (a) k=0.1 and (b) k=0.5
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3.2.3. Zhang Suen Thinning

The step of thinning was introduced in the proposed algorithm’s preprocessing phase since
it reduces the path search space and hence, eases the dead end filling process and in
overall, eases finding solution to the search space. The thinning process should result in
single pixel connected paths. Zhang-Suen Thinning is one of the popular parallel thinning
algorithms and it guarantees connectivity and one-pixel wide solution [28].

3.3. Determine Points of Interest
In order to fill the passages that are part of dead ends, Points of Interest (PoIs) need to be
initially determined. PoIs include junctions, dead ends, start and end pixels. Junctions, dead
ends, start and end pixels are each distinct based on their number of neighbors. Junctions
have greater than two path-colored neighbors while dead ends have one; start and end
pixels are basically dead ends at the edge. The algorithm to find PoIs can be explained by
Algorithm 1:
3.3.1. Algorithm 1

Until all pixels are traversed, for each pixel:
1. Let initially, pc-neighbors= 0,
PX be the list of pixel values of 8 surrounding neighbors,
0=black pixel, assuming path to be white colored and background to be black
2. For each N, where N=1…8
If (PX[N] !=0 and PX[N+1]==0): pc-neighbors ++
3. If pc-neighbors >2: category = junction
Else if pc-neighbors ==1: category = dead end
Else: category = path pixel
Note: Time Complexity of Algorithm 1= O(P), where P is the number of pixels in maze image.

3.4. Fill Dead Ends: Anomaly Tolerant Dead End Filling
Standard dead end filling algorithm can be explained by Algorithm 2. It follows an iterative
approach until all the dead end paths are removed from the maze. Each dead end pixel
(except start and end) is traversed and in each traversal, single path associated with the
dead end is removed, that is, a path from dead end to junction. Removing some dead ends
can lead to other dead ends hence an iterative approach is followed to get rid of all the dead
ends in the maze.
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3.4.1. Algorithm 2

Until all dead ends are removed:
1.D=dead ends in Current_Maze – start and end pixels
2.New_Maze=maze obtained by removing single path associated with each dead end in
D
3.Current_Maze =New_Maze
Special attention needs to be placed on point 2 of Algorithm 2. It needs to be
implemented in such a way that it is able to handle and fill some irregularities that can appear
after thinning algorithm is performed on the image.
Once thinning algorithm is performed on the maze image, some distortions are
possible to occur. Such distortions can also be termed as anomalies since they result in dead
ends, junctions and path pixels to have irregular number of path-colored neighbors.

		

(a)		

(b)		

(c)

		
Fig.3: Different anomalies that can occur in thinned maze’s PoIs as shown in (a), (b)
and (c)
Fig. 3 shows various anomalies that can appear in the maze image after thinning is
performed. Here, 8-neighborhood is considered as local region. Fig. 3, (a) is distortion affected
dead end with two path-colored neighbors, (b) is distortion affected path pixel with four, and
(c) is also distortion affected path pixel with three path-colored neighbors. If dead end filling
algorithm is implemented overlooking such irregularities, the implementation can result in
unexpected outcomes such as left-out paths or pixels and incorrect final paths. Therefore, in
order to handle such distortions, point 2 of Algorithm 2 can be replaced by Algorithm 3:
3.4.2. Algorithm 3

Considering path pixels as being white, for each dead end:
1.P=dead end pixel
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2.N=P’s neighbors with same color as it is
3.Change P to black / background color
4.If size(N)>4: stop with error as size(N) cannot be >4 after thinning is performed
5.Else :
a. Remove previous pixels from N
b. If size(N) after removing previous pixels is >1, choose as successor, the pixel
with either same x coordinate as P or same y coordinate as P; else, successor
is the remaining N after step (a)
c.Add P to list of previous pixels
d.P=successor
6.If first junction reached, start from step (1) with the next dead end in dead end list D;
else, go to step (2)
Note: Time Complexity of Algorithm 3= O(NM), where N= No. of dead ends, M=Number of
pixels in each dead end path.
Algorithm 3 is the anomaly tolerant version of dead end filling algorithm. Algorithm
2 and 3, together, results in maze with all possible paths.

3.5. Find Shortest Path: A* Search
A* is one of the popular algorithms by N.J.Nilsson, B. Raphael and P.E.Hart [29] for finding
the shortest path from among a number of possible paths. A* has a significant contribution
in the domain of path finding in AI. The proposed algorithm prefers A* to find shortest path
over other algorithms as per the information suggested in literature review (Section 2).

4. Result and Observation
The proposed algorithm is implemented using Python and its libraries such as OS, Numpy,
OpenCV. Ten different maze images are run through the system developed in order to test
whether the system works correctly for each one of them. Mazes of three different shapes:
rectangular, circular and hexagonal were tested. The system worked as expected for each
one of them.
The time taken for preprocessing and post-processing were also noted. Each time
value was calculated as average of three consecutive time values obtained when executing
the program. Table 1 indicates how time taken varies with variation in the image size
(number of pixels) and number of dead ends.
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Table 1: Time Taken by Different maze images
SN

Image Size

Number of

Preprocessing Dead End

(pixels)

Dead Ends

Time (sec)

A* Time

Total

Filling Time (sec)

Time

(sec)

(sec)

1

170 x 189

11

1.106

1.102

-

2.208

2

223 x 226

16

1.502

1.860

1.902

5.264

3

287 x 319

20

3.438

2.914

-

6.352

4

284 x 277

24

3.486

3.195

-

6.681

5

354 x 360

77

5.726

6.030

2.341

14.097

6

582 x 302

39

6.917

5.304

5.311

17.532

7

596 x 663

96

11.251

14.631

-

25.882

8

543 x 570

42

9.017

7.848

14.049

30.934

9

580 x 577

74

13.735

13.745

5.366

32.846

10

733 x 700

179

16.380

17.771

-

34.151

Note: ‘-‘ is shown in A* Time column for those maze images which do not contain multiple
paths. Table 1 is arranged in ascending order with respect to Total Time in seconds.

5. Analysis and Discussion
From Table 1, it can be comprehended that, in general, as the dead ends increase, the dead
ends filling time also increase. However, consider image (5) and image (9). Here, although (5)
has greater number of dead ends than (9), (9) has greater time. It is because the dead end
paths in (5) are shorter, that is, contain less number of pixels than in (9). Such nature of dead
end paths also affect the time required.
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Based on Table 1, considering fields No. of Dead Ends and Dead End Filling Time (in
sec), the graph in Fig. 4 can be constructed.

Fig.4: Graph of Dead End Filling Time (in sec) versus Number of Dead Ends
Approximately linear line can be constructed between number of dead ends and
dead ends filling time with R2 of 0.818.
Moreover, image size (in pixel square) is seen to be approximately directly proportional
to preprocessing time. Based on Table 1, considering fields SN and Preprocessing Time (in
sec), the graph in Fig. 5 can be constructed. In Fig. 5, Image Number is used to represent
Image Size.

Fig.5: Graph of Preprocessing Time (in sec) versus Image Number (SN)
When A* time is considered, it is understood that A* time primarily depends upon
the heuristic chosen since it is heuristic that directs which path to proceed next in each
iteration. Next, it also depends on the number of pixels (graph nodes, in terminology of GT)
to be traversed from source to destination.
On a different note, the number of possible paths is not a determining factor for A*
time as observed from Table 2.
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Table 2: Comparing number of possible paths with A* time
SN

No. of Possible Paths

A* Time (in sec)

2

4

1.902

5

2

2.341

6

2

14.049

8

4

5.366

9

2

5.311

These same concepts can be better understood with the correlation values in Table 3, which
shows the correlation between different related categories.
Table 3: Correlation between different related categories
Categories

Correlation

Number of Dead Ends with Dead End Filling Time

0.90442

Image Size (in pixel square) with Preprocessing
Time

0.97033

Table 4: Cross-correlation table
Categories

No. of Dead
Ends

Image Size

No. of Dead Ends

1

Image Size

0.87342

1

Total TIme

0.74749

0.94154

Total Time

1

Table 4 is constructed in order to determine multiple correlation coefficient between
the set {number of dead ends, image size} and total solving time. The multiple correlation
coefficient, based on the standard formula, was determined to be 0.954.

6. Conclusion and Recommendation
The mixed maze solving model is successfully developed, implemented and tested using
Flask framework of Python, in 4GB RAM based computer. Testing the implementation on
ten different maze images shows that the model is feasible and effective for solving mazes
within the scope of the project, that is those mazes with two openings at the edge and
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infected by only salt and pepper noise. The maximum total time obtained was 34.151
seconds for 733 x 700 pixel maze image with 179 dead ends. Since the aim of this paper
is not to indicate that the approach so described is better than other approaches that have
been originated in the past, the paper has been limited to proposing, implementing and
empirically assessing mixed model approach and showing that such an approach which
involves a distortion tolerant version of dead end filling, combined with A*, is also feasible,
effective, and hence usable approach for solving mazes.
Moreover, when the mixed model is empirically assessed, the results reveal relations
between various maze entities. The number of dead ends and dead end filling time are
approximately linearly related with R square of 0.818. Besides the number of dead ends,
length of dead end paths also affects dead end filling time with the proposed implementation.
To add, image size is approximately directly proportional to preprocessing time. A* time,
which depends on heuristic chosen, does not depend upon number of possible paths. The
set {number of dead ends, image size} and total maze solving time is highly correlated with
a multiple correlation coefficient of 0.954.
Possible future works involve optimizing the implementation of the proposed model.
The implementation can be optimized using new software technologies such as machine
learning, genetic algorithm or functional programming. In addition, the scope can be
enhanced to handle noises besides salt and pepper, and multiple starts and ends.
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